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Research Question: Student’s with higher depressive symptoms are less likely to like peers and more 

likely to dislike peers. 

Depression in adolescents has been linked to poor 

life outcomes, including suicidal ideation, peer 

victimization, and peer rejection among others. 

Previous studies have focused on how depressed 

peers are seen by other peers (friendship networks). 

Less is known about how adolescent depression 

impacts their social networks and possible 

perceptions of social interactions. The current study 

investigated the association between depression and 

antipathy towards peers in the context of rejection 

status as determined by peer reciprocity of friendship. 

METHODS

The data comes from 457 Italian first year secondary school 

students (M age = 11.9, SD = 0.7, 54% male) and 58 of their 

teachers (Mage = 45.7, SD = 9.4, 92.8% female) in 23 

classrooms across nine schools (Marucci, Oldenburg, & 

Barrera, 2018). The average size of classrooms were 22 

students (ranging from 17 to 25 students). The schools that 

participated in the study were located across the urban area 

of Turin and were spread evenly over the different 

neighborhoods in the city. About 54% of the students were of 

Italian origin, 9% had one parent of foreign origin, and 36% 

had both parents of foreign origin. The data were collected in 

2015–2016 and were part of a combined effort between a 

local project ('provaci ancora Sam') and the European project 

2young2fail at decreasing school dropout in secondary 

schools. 

TABLES METHODS

We analyzed three waves of data, with a six-months period between assessments. 

Analytical strategy:   The model determines likely trajectories between observations 

using information from the first wave as a starting point. The estimates of the model are 

obtained through an iterative simulation following a Markov Chain approach, expressing 

the strength of the effects included in the model. The unstandardized estimates 

resemble regression coefficients in logistic regression, indicating the strength of each 

effect in creating or maintaining a tie. Model parameters were tested using t-ratios, 

referring to the parameter estimate divided by its standard error. Specifically, we used 

the stochastic actor-oriented models for analyzing the effects of depressive symptoms 

on liking and disliking networks while controlling for network structural effects (density, 

reciprocity and transitivity) and relevant covariates (gender, nationality and highest 

parents’ education level).

First Result:  Students liked peers with similar levels of depressive 

symptoms. Second Result:  Students with higher levels of depression 

were less likely to like  other classmates. Third Result: depressed 

students were more likely to dislike other classmates. Fourth Result:  

depressed peers were not more likely to be rejected compared to non-

depressed peers.

DISCUSSION

Of particular note are the ego effects found in which peers are receiving more 

peer nominations than they send, suggesting a discrepancy in possible 

friendship or rejection status. These peers may view themselves as being 

more rejected or prone to rejection than the nominations would suggest. It 

may be the case that they view themselves as rejected and respond by 

disliking more peers and liking fewer peers (future applications for dataset 

analysis and research). Overall, depressed peers were not rejected in terms 

of both liking and disliking receiving nominations. Conversely, depressed 

students seem to reject more peers than non-depressed classmates, by 

means of being less likely to like other peers and more likely to dislike other 

classmates. These findings could suggest that depressed peers misperceived 

their on social interactions by underestimating or focus on negative aspects of 

them. 
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